4.65 and 4.55 m: midpoint mark for approach run phase to eight steps hurdlers
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Introduction
There is clear evidence that the high hurdle step length increases progressively (as in the sprint races) until the penultimate stride. However, the distribution of the step length has barely been treated experimentally. This is why theoretical references provided by Schmolinsky (1981) and Hücklekemkes (1990) are used in various athletic technical manuals. As the distance to the first hurdle is limited to the hurdlers who perform eight steps in the approach run phase, poor distribution of the length of these strides often ends with short take-off distance (even causing a fall). To avoid this issue some athletes implementing an approach run phase with seven steps, which has not always resulted in an improved final result or an available solution to all athletes. Hence, the aim of this study is to provide a reference to help coaches and athletes to solve the problems of using eight steps in this phase of the race.

Methods
All the races were filmed during the 44th Spanish Indoor Championship and 12th IAAF World Indoor Championship (Valencia 2008) and analyzed with 2D-DLT (Abdel-Aziz y Karara, 1971). The best result of the athletes who performed an approach run phase of eight steps (Males: n=55; Females: n=51) was included in the study. The trials were further divided into two groups, in both genders, according to the official times achieved during the competition.

Results
International-level male athletes presented a shorter fourth stride (p> 0.01) and a longer (p> 0.05) take-off distance (2.05 ± 0.03 m) than national-level male athletes (1.97 ± 0.03 m).

Discussion & Conclusion
With the aim of providing a simple and practical reference to control this phase, a 4.65 m mark (for males) and a 4.55 m mark (for females) are proposed. These values represent a 10 cm difference with the same midpoint presented by the theoretical models of Schmolinsky (1981) and Hücklekemkes (1990). With this division of the approach run phase in two parts coaches can have a cue to remember, which is related to the ability to anticipate the visual setting of the athletes (as it is done with the passing reference in jumping disciplines). A performance improvement could be expected when transferring this methodology to hurdles and using the 4,65 and 4,55 m midpoint marks.
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